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The internet speaks its own language.
With this, a new world can be explored where, for the first time, arts therapies can either find possibilities or one-sidedness. The digital room
compares to unfamiliar land for therapists, which normally work in presence. This new form of working can be taken hold of step by step and
requires an intellectual and spiritual approach which is key for the instruction and implementation of the therapy online. This not only concerns
the therapists but also the counterpart person, the patient: The Anthroposophic arts therapies online speaks its own language.
Social media became an important meeting platform in the lives of people. In some way, the online world is radical. We need an direct basis of
communication. There is a characteristic language used on the internet, which finds its beginning in the mental-spiritual area: Through pictures
and audio, the authors convey thoughts, impressions, and moods. These are perceived by the recipients with a high-speed input – swipe- swipe –
and with antipathy and sympathy. This results in a fast exchange of spiritual movements. The “internet language” is composed of different
language levels and registers, same as our analogical daily life. In the process of this, “how” we present ourselves significantly determines the
selection of the audience. Who do you want to reach? Who is online and searches for him- or herself and the suitable audience? What does one
want to achieve? Does one want to become famous? Do we want to reach out to people who come to therapy? Which resources are used? When
a person masters a language, he/she can use it confidently and adjust to different situations. Nevertheless, concerning the message, a different
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nuance of the language is required. Concerning digital communication, we as learners have to practice: we have to become more familiar with the
online language, test and try, gather experiences, and develop our skills…
Initially, it seems to be a minimalistic movement, like a downsized presentation coming from neurosensory system towards feelings. The audience
can be reached through communication and marketing based on the sender-receiver model. However, successful human interaction can be
unpredictable. This is an opportunity for unplanned reactions and unimaginable facts; truth becomes something that has not been indicated
before. The significant question is whether we find a language for the digital room that enables us to communicate in it. At first, we have to
develop aesthetics that represent our personality and is unintentional. This creates room for others and their experiences: I am enabling. Until this
moment, the roles of creator and recipient, or artist and audience are provided. The moment of release comes next. Fixed roles stop and the
possibility to evolve can begin for all participants: I trust.
Concerning online therapy sessions, this becomes visible through the eye-level relationship between therapeutic personnel and the patient. This is
a “you-to-you” language. Everyone stays in his or her space and has individual responsibility. The instruction takes place in a private room, which
is created by the patient, and equally connects and disconnects very fast through a “click”. Furthermore, it cannot be avoided to get a glimpse into
the privacy of both participants who meet through the screen. Regular meetings cannot be transferred equally to online meetings. More precisely:
the therapy room cannot be prepared by the therapist, the immediate sensory perception from the therapy process is strongly limited, and the
confidence in therapeutic means of the artistic resources is weakened. If the only language that is used is our educational one, we may get lost.
The individual personality of each therapist is radically emphasized in the digital room, which leads to the need to work from each one’s
personality – a “me” language. What is the characteristic and your own language, the specific ability?
High flexibility is requested by the internet when applying therapeutic means. Not only has the therapist to know the fundamental principles of
the therapeutic effectiveness of his or her methods and means, but also, he or she must be able to transfer these online. The therapist must enter
the room with an alerted, sharpened, extended, and widened consciousness. He or she has to fulfill many expectations since the soul is not bound
to place and time. We are connected through the “region of the unseen” and the “heart room” where the spirit of attentiveness combines.
Practical spirituality is required.
Specific application means that the therapist, on the one hand sensitized empathy and trusts perception and on the other hand, tests him- or
herself through inquires and queries since there is a lack of direct review through spatial sensory perception. The therapist needs to allow
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vulnerability. Based on the motto: “I need your self-perception and cooperation since I do not know it myself and have only limited control”. This
requires a balancing act between precise guidance and queries to create a differentiated picture, and the trust in the therapist’s perception, the
“big ears”, and their extended presence.
When beginning with a session it is important to create an articulate contact, to broach the issue of lively contact, to train the sensory perception,
and with this, it is possible to bring the presence of mind and the connecting elements into consciousness. Both sides have to refrain from the
screen from time to time through the session. The consciousness can be directed to the individual in group sessions through a superordinate
evidential experience such as through a view on the seasons, to create a connection and similarities in the group. With this, the individual
maturation with therapeutic material becomes visible and audible and simultaneously a connection is made. We have to be aware that even if the
therapist tries to terminate the session smoothly, lingering, and calming; it is not controllable and shows a high dependency on the cooperation
from the patient. The responsibility comes from the persons seeking help. With this, the current conscious atmosphere is expressed: humans want
to find their own answers. They need support and coaching to self-create their health and life. To allow this, the therapists need to withdraw and
humbly suppose the individual process of the patient. The physical means for this is the screen.
Online therapy requires a second track of consciousness of extended presence with which the therapists have to be trained. This is successful
when an eye-level relationship between “me and me” and the human and material is possible. Online therapy can be seen as an extraordinary
schooling path through these aspects. It trains the abilities:







To refrain from oneself and simultaneously have a high presence.
To engage oneself in every possible situation.
To be flexible with the material.
To trust in the effectiveness of the materials and means.
To anticipate the autonomy and self-responsibility of the person seeking help.
To create a relationship on eye-level.

The therapist radically acts as a person who asks and knows at the same time. Online therapy sessions are built on high competency and quality in
relationships, authenticity, enabling of self-empowerment, and to a large degree on cultivated mindfulness, real trust, and calm humbleness. This
makes online therapy sessions way more authentic and accessible because they are more direct.
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With the given booklet some first key elements have been summarized to give colleagues suggestions and support for online therapies. In doing
so, there are common aspects, but also discipline-specific features. Even on the internet, time and spatial art require different approaches. This is
made with a focus on therapy with young people, adults, and within individual and group settings.
This booklet contains selected information and does not purport to be complete. However, it may encourage the conscious use of online media.
The authors can be reached for any queries or assistance through the following email address: icaat@medsektion-goetheanum.ch
We hope you are enjoying it.
For the working group
Esther Böttcher
ICAAT – medical section at the Goetheanum
Coordination of anthroposophic therapeutic speech therapy (atS)
Translated by: Aline Piffaretti
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Research group “Anthroposophic art therapy online” – music – anthroposophic therapeutic Speech – painting – modeling
Online exchange from December 2020 until June 2021
Authors: Franziska Schmidt-von Nell (Anthroposophic speech therapy), Simone Gaiss (therapeutic painting and modeling), Laura Piffaretti (music
therapy), Silke Speckenmeyer (therapeutic painting and modeling), Esther Böttcher (Anthroposophic speech therapy)

General information

Perception

Online art therapy does not replace the therapy in presence but is to be seen as a possibility and extension.
Online Arts therapies does not replace psychotherapy or any medical attendance. It would be of advantage to
clarify in advance if there is anyone near the patient that can be addressed if there appears to be an
emergency (doctor, therapist, relative…).
A good preliminary talk concerning goals and possibilities is even more important online. Before the start of
the therapy session, this talk should be face-to-face near the screen, after the room can open up.
Because the “other room” is at home, this transition must be consciously introduced and terminated.
Perception of the room: consideration of the “back room”, taking spatial perception into consideration:
guiding the look into the room and away from the screen. As therapists we ought to give instructions without
second thoughts, which means to expand the attentive quietness and presence while the therapist is
withdrawing from the screen and find out how the patient is feeling in his room.
If necessary: deliberate separation of audio and visual perception.
Silence/ breaks / distant echo need more guidance and creative breaks.
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Preparation: tighter and bigger content-related time structure, material need to be prepared proficiently in
advance.
Time structure: the time frame is explicitly clear and needs more creative anticipation. This means that the
Time
material might have to be ready to hand for the therapist and the patient. There is a clear beginning and end
without the arrival and reverberation that cannot take place through the online space.
Auditory speech
Observe: the direct and emotionally driven voice timbre, the agitated expressions are enhanced with the audio
perception
reproduction.
Digital language: closeness/ distance, “you” / “they”: the digital language is “you”. Is it possible to envision a
“working-you”? An interesting thought within this context is that the spiritual world does not know “they”.
(this is a difference in German, where we have “Sie or Du”)
Work on the computer or Laptop while standing or if necessary, increase the height of the table. Pay particular
Visual perception attention to ensure that you look at the camera directly and not from below or above.
Pay attention to the background: flowers, picture… etc.  a calm background
Use more color and cosmetics, since the screen makes you look pale and smile more and deliberate.
Use less aimed gestures and apply a calm attitude
Where and why is the person placing themselves in the other room?
What, and how much is the patient revealing? What can I supplement to this on what basis?
Pay attention to the handling of the “empty room”: direct your gaze into the camera vs. gaze on the screen, no
camera pictures….
Try not to look at yourself in the camera: this irritates and is tiring.
More conversation is necessary than at the atelier / stronger verbalization, ritualization and managing
cognition e.g., from start to finish
Instruction
- Make no assumptions, verbalizing and questioning everything
- Talk about needs
Preparation
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Technical means

Advantages

Disadvantages

- Instructions for exercises are more effective auditory than visual
- Conscious information when it is benefitting to look at the screen and when not.
Second camera, video recordings, documentation is possible when recording
Additional microphone or good Wi-Fi headphones with microphone
Note: sound quality may vary if the microphones are on or off
Less shame, admission to illness may be less than it really is, if necessary, problematize the issue
With younger people, the commitment is strong
Possible to perform therapy through long distances
The individual responsibility for the therapist and patient is more important
It is difficult to create a therapeutic and healing atmosphere in the own home and space; furthermore, it is
challenging to design the space
Direct sensory perception is impossible
It is not possible to use all therapeutic interventions e.g., because there is a lack of material
There may be a distortion and delay of the audio
The handling of the technical means might have to be learned first before the therapist is able to open his or
her online space

This accumulation of notes of “general information” does not purport to be complete but tries to encourage the conscious use of online media.
The authors can be reached for any queries or assistance through the following email address: icaat@medsektion-goetheanum.ch
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Dimension of materials
Technical means for
therapists

Music

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech

Painting

Modeling

Appropriate microphone

Appropriate microphone,
good and bright light

Appropriate microphone,
good and bright light

Appropriate microphone,
good and bright light

Two cameras. One for a
full view of the body and
another for partial views
(face), possibly audio
recordings, camera should
be height-adjustable

Two cameras, e.g., a
camera on a tripod which
visually conveys a “live
with visible hands”

Two cameras, e.g., a
camera on a tripod which
conveys a “live with visible
hands” (depends on
method)

‼ Many instruments
cannot be heard properly
through the microphone
e.g., flutes, wind
instruments
Information that there
might be a frozen screen

Information that there
might be a frozen screen

Possibly a third camera
which is positioned in the
room and allows freedom
of movement
Information that there
might be a frozen screen

Information that there
might be a frozen screen t

Music
Technical means for
patients

Material and tools for the
therapist

Computer/ Laptop with
Microphone and Camera

Instruments that are
appropriate for audio
transmission: Voice/
contralto lyre (microphone
needs some time to
adjust)/ stones/ wood/
your body

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech
Computer/ Laptop with
Microphone and Camera
Playback device for audio
recordings (e.g.,
Smartphone)

All linguistic exercises and
texts are possible.
Consonantal poems are
better suited than vocalic
poems.
Recitation is easier to
instruct than declamation

Basically, sounds with
weak overtones in the
overall sound

Communication gestures
are suitable

Voice and singing
exercises are good

Content related
discussions are necessary

Special attention should
be given to hearing, and

Short texts/ rather lines,
suitable are sound and

Painting

Modeling

Computer/ Laptop with
Microphone and Camera.

Computer/ Laptop with
Microphone and Camera

Questions concerning
technical matters can be
addressed e.g., zoom
functions, access through
a secondary device,
appropriate position for
camera (create a handout)
All therapeutic painting,
drawing, and shaping
activities are possible if a
suitable room is accessible
or an alternative room can
be found.
For example: watercolor,
pastel chalk, wax crayon,
oil crayons, graphite, form
drawing, printing
techniques, collages,
crossover techniques that
change between the
analogue and digital room

All therapeutic modeling
exercises are possible if a
suitable room is accessible
For example: clay, wax,
wire, and plasticine

Music
instruments that are
suitable for this

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech
syllable activities,
meditative texts

Painting

Modeling

It should be clarified what
materials are given and
what could be bought for
this occasion

If necessary, one could
mention websites for art
supplies (during lockdown)

Rhythmic talking can be
done through audio
recordings
‼ Therapeutic activities
with poems are only
partially suitable
Material and tools for the
patients

Dimension of time
Sense of time

Search for “instruments”
in the household e.g.,
pencils, glasses, objects
with a metal interior,
wood, ceramics, and/ or
hands and feet

Preparation of the
microphone/ volume.

Pencil and paper
Utensils such as balls,
rods, cushions can be
made suitable for the
occasion

Beginning of the session
with a guided “arrival”.

Cover or wax cloth to
If necessary, one could
protect table
mention websites for art
supplies (during lockdown) Prepare a bowl with water
Cover floor and walls for
protection, possibly with
tape

Old towels

A differentiated and
detailed preparation of

Orientation talks and
review of the last session
to sense the state of the

Bag to preserve and store
the model

Music
Beginning of the session
with a guided “arrival”.

Time management

45-60 minutes

Methods/ didactics

Less is more is imperative
because through the lack
of direct imitation
possibilities (time delay)
space is opened for selfexploration.

Dimension of perception
as active principle –
impression/ expression

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech
Orientation talks and
review of the last session
to sense the state of the
patient because he/she is
invited to the session in
his/her home.
Texts and exercises can be
sent previously per email.
45-60 minutes
Less is more is imperative
because through the lack
of direct imitation
possibilities (time delay)
space is opened for selfexploration.

Painting

Modeling

the session is the basis of a patient because he/she is
successful therapy session. invited to the session in
his/her home.
Orientation talks and
review of the last session
to sense the state of the
patient
60-120 minutes
90 minutes
Questions concerning
technical matters can be
addressed e.g., zoom
functions, access through
a secondary device,
appropriate position for
camera.

Questions concerning
technical matters can be
addressed e.g., zoom
functions, access through
a secondary device,
appropriate position for
camera.

Music
Impression

Expression

Painting

Modeling

Continuity through the
visual perception of the
room conveys calmness
and is necessary (neutral
and static background,
camera on eye-level).

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech
Continuity through the
visual perception of the
room conveys calmness
and is necessary (neutral
and static background,
camera on eye-level).

Continuity through the
visual perception of the
room conveys calmness
and is necessary (neutral
and static background,
camera on eye-level).

The understanding and
effectiveness of the
methods can be improved
through live experiences
of visible hands.

The understanding and
effectiveness of the
methods can be improved
through live experiences
of visible hands.

The understanding and
effectiveness of the
methods can be improved
through live experiences
of visible hands.

The understanding and
effectiveness of the
methods can be improved
through live experiences
of visible hands.

After the virtual
therapeutic session, a
short listening and
reviewing should be
practiced.

After the virtual
therapeutic session, a
need to come back into
the “real life” may appear
(walks, eating, drinking
etc.)

The impression can be
improved by using a
second camera where the
process can be seen. The
view can be enlarged
through the “pin”
function.
Therapeutic session may
evoke feelings and
emotions. It is important
to acknowledge this
process and appoint
emotions to their place.
For example, an
orientation talk where the

The impression can be
improved by using a
second camera where the
process can be seen. The
view can be enlarged
through the “pin”
function.
Patients may feel secure
and unobserved in their
room which can allow a
special form of “flow” in
their self-articulation.
It is important to close the
process calmly.
Anticipate the needs of
the patients, i.e.,
references to self-care
(physical, mental, and
spiritual)

Music

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech

Painting
patient can reflect on their
feelings or a guided and
resource orientated
intervention can be
offered.

Modeling
(Hunger, thirst etc.)

Anticipate the needs of
the patients, i.e.,
references to self-care
(physical, mental, and
spiritual)
(Hunger, thirst etc.)
Methods/ didactics

Audio recordings can be
easily played
Share own microphone

Pay attention to an upright
seated position and
contact to the ground with
feet. Solid seating.

Document the process
with shared pictures
through a shared screen.
(Reception of pictures)

Document the process
with shared pictures
through a shared screen.
(Reception of pictures)

It is also possible to sing
when the other person has
his/her microphone
turned off

Audio recordings can be
easily played when own
microphone is shared with
the other person.

Visual and observing parts
are alternating

Visual and observing parts
are alternating

If possible, change
between active, standing
exercises and passive,
seated exercises.

Texts and exercises can be
shared via chat or shared
screen

“If we look at pictures
together, they become
even bigger”

“If we look at a model
together, it becomes even
bigger”

Reference to artists that
Reference to artists that
worked in small spaces too worked in small spaces too

Music

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech
Speak clearly and loudly
and encourage the patient
to participate
Vocalic and voice work are
also possible when the
other person has his/her
microphone turned off
If possible, change
between active, standing
exercises and passive,
seated exercises
Increase the usage of
movements in the room to
come from an informative
screen-language to
experiencing language.
Direct the gaze away from
the screen towards the
room or a window
Consider auditory speech
delay

Painting

Modeling

e.g., Paul Klee, Astrid
Lindgren

e.g., Paul Klee, Alberto
Giacometti
If possible, work with
bigger forms of models
than would have been
done in the atelier. The
series of metamorphosis is
suitable for this.

Music
Self-reference

Direct the gaze into the
room, sky, or to a picture.
Just listening to an audio
recording is also possible

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech
Guided body awareness
exercises can be done with
a caring voice from the off
Gaze goes towards the
inside

Environmental reference

Social reference

Start with exercises that
introduce the room and
bring awareness to it
before sounds are played

Start with exercises that
introduce the room and
bring awareness to it
before you use your voice

Speak clearly, slowly, and
with encouragement for
activity

General awareness of the
place, the surroundings,
the sounds, and the
humans
Speak clearly, slowly, and
with encouragement for
activity

Painting

Modeling

Stimulate the mind with
imaginations, reviewing
questions, and concrete
interventions

Work with closed eyes
Guided body awareness
exercises can be done with
a caring voice from the off

Change between
productive and receptive
phases
Orientation in the room

Gaze goes towards the
inside
Orientation in the room

General awareness of the
place, the surroundings,
the sounds, and the
humans

General awareness of the
place, the surroundings,
the sounds, and the
humans

Speak clearly and slowly

Speak clearly and slowly

Clarify the general needs
of the patient. Face-toface conversation. Only
after this, the room is
opened to become active

Clarify the general needs
of the patient. Face-toface conversation. Only
after this, the room is
opened to become active

During the therapeutic
During the therapeutic
work, calming intervention work, calming intervention

Music

Dimension of the room
Internal attitude of the
therapist

Preparation of internal
attitude of patients

Physical room of the
therapist

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech

Painting

Modeling

with voice coming from
the off (inwardly smiling)

with voice coming from
the off (inwardly smiling)

Trust the possibilities of
interpersonal encounters
in the virtual room with
calmness and
attentiveness

Trust the possibilities of
interpersonal encounters
in the virtual room with
calmness and
attentiveness

Be aware that there might
be surprising emotions
during the process
(perception is limited
through the screen)

Be aware that there might
be surprising emotions
during the process
(perception is limited
through the screen)

Be aware that there might
be surprising emotions
during the process
(perception is limited
through the screen)

Be aware that there might
be surprising emotions
during the process
(perception is limited
through the screen)

“Every disturbance is
welcome”

“Every disturbance is
welcome”

Indicate that the
therapist’s perception is
limited

Indicate that the
therapist’s perception is
limited

Consciously ask the
spiritual world to attend
e.g., through mantras, a
saying, or a mediation for
the patient
Indicate that the
therapist’s perception is
limited

Consciously ask the
spiritual world to attend
e.g., through mantras, a
saying, or a mediation for
the patient
Indicate that the
therapist’s perception is
limited

Adapt the lightning
conditions to the position
of the sun

Because of this it is
desirable to express
surfacing atmospheres,
emotions, and needs
Adapt the lightning
conditions to the position
of the sun

Because of this it is
desirable to express
surfacing atmospheres,
emotions, and needs
Adapt the lightning
conditions to the position
of the sun

If possible, in the atelier
with a view of the
instruments

Physical room of the
patient

Music

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech

Painting

Modeling

Adapt the lightning
conditions to the position
of the sun

Provide a calm
environment

Provide a calm
environment

Provide a calm
environment

Make sure there is no
disturbance near you

Adapt the lighting
conditions to the position
of the sun if the session
includes work with a
camera

Choose a room where you
feel comfortable

Make sure there is no
disturbance near you

It is reasonable to offer an
inspection of the rooms
after confirming online
therapy sessions. During
this process, possibilities,
and limits of the individual
room at home can be
addressed. Alternatives
such as tables, the floor, or
a wall can be pointed out.

It is reasonable to offer an
inspection of the rooms
after confirming online
therapy sessions. During
this process, possibilities,
and limits of the individual
room at home can be
addressed.

Provide a calm
environment
Acoustically protected
room (safe room)

Acoustically protected
room (safe room)

It is possible to do the
modeling on the floor

Make sure it is a safe room
without any disturbances
Make sure it is a safe room
such as roommates
without any disturbances
such as roommates
Especially cats like to jump
and interrupt the work
Especially cats like to jump
and interrupt the work
Dimension of language
Rhetoric for therapists

Keep your authenticity!

Keep your authenticity!

Keep your authenticity!

Keep your authenticity!

Music

Dialogue

Qualities of encounters
empathy/resonance

Final dismissal

Painting

Modeling

Pay attention to the
sentence structures and
give short and precise
instructions.

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech
Pay attention to the
sentence structures and
give short and precise
instructions.

Consider speech as an art
form and flexibly convey
security through the
sessions

Consider speech as an art
form and flexibly convey
security through the
sessions

Speak calmly and slowly
Listen more attentive than
you would offline. This can
prevent a
misunderstanding in
communication

Speak calmly and slowly
Listen more attentive than
you would offline. This can
prevent a
misunderstanding in
communication

Speak calmly and slowly
Clear times of speaking for
each person to avoid
misunderstandings

Speak calmly and slowly
Clear times of speaking for
each person to avoid
misunderstandings

Allow reminders and
appointment
communication through
messenger

Only little conversation

Sensitive and emphatic
sequences can be
alternated with personal
experiences

Audio recordings of texts,
meditations, and
instructions
Announcement before
feedback or sharing of
experiences

Allow reminders and
appointment
communication through
messenger

Sensitive and emphatic
sequences can be
alternated with personal
experiences

Sensitive and emphatic
sequences can be
alternated with personal
experiences

Allow reminders and
appointments
communication through
messenger

Allow reminders and
appointments
communication through
messenger

Music

Reflection

Ritual

Transition

Anthroposophic
therapeutic Speech
Communication for next
Classic review with
appointment, reminding of outlook, e.g., agreement
exercises, saying goodbye on daily exercises and
goals
Conscious goodbyes and
Conscious goodbyes e.g.,
attentive tidying up,
open the windows, drink,
written notes
wash hands

Joint outlook on suggested Joint reflection is marking
exercises for at home
the transition to every-day
life

Painting

Modeling

Intermedial crossway –
change of methods e.g.,
from picture to speech or
into the body
Tidy the work and say
goodbye during this
process

Intermedial crossway –
change of methods e.g.,
from picture to speech or
into the body
Tidy the work and say
goodbye during this
process

“Take from you work what
you want to have close to
yourself for the upcoming
time, and leave what you
do not need”

Accompany the wrapping
up of the models. Support
the need that there is a
special place for the work
“Take from you work what
you want to have close to
yourself for the upcoming
time, and leave what you
do not need”

for the ICAAT team: Dr. Simone Gaiss & Silke Speckenmeyer, Cologne, October 1, 2021
Translated by Aline Piffaretti

